POLARIS™

All in the Family, Original, Custom, Fine Stranded, and Direct Burial

POLARIS™ Offering

- **POLARIS™ The Original**
  
Polaris in original black. The centerpiece of NSi’s incredible product offering, Polaris in original black is the insulated connector that every other connector copies. Its introduction marked the beginning of a new age, providing the fastest, safest, most professional connection possible.

- **POLARIS™ Custom**
  
Insulated connector you configure. The best insulated connector the YOU configure! Combination & quantity of parts and we’ll custom engineer and fabricate your connector. Your custom connector will even be UL listed! Whether Black, Grey, or Blue, we’ll build the connector you specify based on your project needs.

- **POLARIS™ Grey**
  
Perfect for motors. Polaris Grey provides the unique ability to connect or terminate fine stranded, flexible, and ultra-flexible copper cable whenever maintenance or repair are required. With an integral sleeve that protects fine strands and reduces stress on the conductor, you can connect, disconnect, and reconnect with ease.

- **POLARIS™ Blue**
  
Direct Burial & Submersible. Finally, a Polaris for everything: Polaris Blue is UL listed for direct burial AND submersible applications. And of course, custom Polaris Blue is also an option. There simply isn’t an easier field installation, where you can leave your epoxies and heat shrink in the truck! UL486D for direct burial/Below grade use and submersible.